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Maruti is one of the most trusted brands of automobile company and is a favorite of many. To
please its users and Maruti has brought another new model of a car named as Alto k10. An
upgraded version of alto, this car has become one of best sellers. This car is one of the most
common cars and adorns the Indian roads very well.

Alto K10 Lxi reviews

An upgraded version of Maruti alto, this alto k10 Vxi has in a very short time became a favorite
automobile for many. This car has a hatchback body type, with 20 kmpl fuel utilization. It has a great
fuel efficiency which is affordable and a very good network of servicing. It is basically a good looking
car, with comfort, performance and features. A petrol driven car, alto k10 Vxi does not lack in any
way in comfort or performance. It is of affordable price but that does not mean it does not value
money. The fuel efficiency of alto k10 Vxi is commendable. With the increasing rate of petrol this car
is a good option to have a control on your monthly budget.

Alto k10 Lxi:

Alto k10 lxi is another version of Marutiâ€™s alto. This car also has a hatchback type of a body system.
It has b segment. Covering 15kmpl in a city and 20kmpl on high way it has a very less fuel
consumption. With a capacity to seat 5 people, it has power steering with a 4.60 meter circle
turning. Having coil filled with gas acts as suspension shocks. It has 5 manual gears with rear drum
and front disk brakes. With AC, remote boot and fuel filler this car is full of comfort and convenience.
Available in multiple colors, this car has 3 stars on its appearance, 4 for the easy going features and
5 stars for a superb performance and not to forget the easy affordable price of this car plus its great
fuel efficiency.

Go on a long drive with your family or loved ones, without any worry about the fuel cost or any other
problem. This car functions very well and can be driven on any terrain without any glitch. It runs
smoothly anywhere and everywhere making driving a pleasure whether it is a city or any other
highway. With its spacious seating capacity, this car has become a most preferred family car.
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